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Expanding
Beyond >>>>>

Payments
By Barry Parker

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>

K

ey players in the freight payment
business have moved beyond
its roots to offer far more than
the traditional outsourcing of payment
and auditing functions. The industry’s
history extends back to the early days of
trucking regulation when bills needed
to be paid within strict timeframes and
processes were entirely paper based.
These days, industry participants, such
as CT Logistics, nVision Global Technology
Solutions, CTSI and Cass Information
Systems, offer a vast array of services from
provision of modern logistics software to
aggregating clients and actually booking
truck freight for shipper customers. In the
background, back-office solutions specialist
Infinity International Processing Services,
which is not a freight payment vendor,
provides support to five of the top seven
industry payment providers. Infinity also
works with non-vessel-operating common
carriers, third-party logistics providers and
freight forwarders via a hub in Maryland
and facilities in India, China and the
Phillipines, said Chuck Mehta, president.
For the last year, the severe recession
and the subsequent downturn in
shipments throughout the industry have
affected the freight payment industry. A
pair of indices compiled by Cass show
the dramatic downturn in expenditures
and shipment volumes from thirdquarter 2008 through first-quarter 2009,
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when they bottomed out. Memphisbased CTSI maintains indices based on
customer activity that are now showing a
slight upward trend, said Clifford Lynch,
executive vice president.
“Quite simply, transportation and
logistics are getting more scrutiny than ever
before,” said Keith Snavely, nVision’s vice
president of North American sales. “There
has been a decrease in overall freight
volumes, but our business has actually
increased. Companies really are looking for
better intelligence to help them manage
their global spending on transportation,”
he said, adding, “That’s the crux of our
business; in addition to audit and payment
services, we offer analytical tools so that
clients can manipulate the data.”
This data analysis is even more
valuable in a climate where every dollar
needs to be considered.
“With the recession, there’s been a
renewed interest in gaining actionable
business information,” Lynch said. Cass’s
Marketing Director Tom Zygmunt
concurred. “With revenues being squeezed,
shippers want to know where else they can
squeeze some costs out of their process.”
After salary and inventory cost, freight
spend is generally the third-largest shipper
expense so it is vital that they examine
their freight bills carefully, Mehta said.
Major strategic decisions could be
driven by the intelligence functions,

he said. “Shipper companies can also
see their inbound, outbound shipment
patterns, decide whether they are
using the right carrier, compare lanes
and carriers, and they can even decide
whether plants or distribution centers
should be closed down or relocated.”
Allan Miner, CT Logistics president,
discussed the impact in an environment
where consumers are very cautious
about purchases, and where premium
brands may have suffered at the hands
of discount merchandise.
“A lot of our clients are focusing
on the intelligence applications that
we offer,” Miner said. “For example,
our LCR (‘least-cost routing’) service —
available to shippers who participate in
our TransSaver program for small and
medium-sized companies — lets clients
evaluate a host of trade-offs that will get
them to the cheapest rate.”
A user of TransSaver, which is aimed
at small stores seeking the buying
power of much larger shippers through
pooling, might point a customer toward
slightly increasing a LTL load to make
a full truckload, gaining quicker service
time at a cheaper price, he said.
Usage of TransSaver (powered by
the FreitRaterTM processing engine) has
picked up, Miner said. “The product
offers savings of 5 percent to 15 percent
and sometimes more.”
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Intelligence and analytics
support growth
of freight payment
>>>>>>>>>> sector
Business intelligence is important for timing issues as
well, Lynch said, citing the example of DVD distributors
that need product arrival in stores to coincide exactly
with release date and studio advertising campaign and
promotional appearance schedules. “We work closely
with FedEx, which has its hub right here in Memphis,
to manage the client’s parcel shipping program and
track the many small parcels,” Lynch said.
Detailed analytics benefit management of
inbound shipments. “We have a number of
customers who’ve used our CassPort service
to focus on inbound freight — they have
contracts where their vendor arranges the
freight,” Zygmunt said. “With CassPort,
they’ve been able to identify cases where
vendors chose carriers that caused the
cost to be higher, and our customers
have billed back those excesses.” For
outbound shipments, Zygmunt
stressed that clients can negotiate
better rates and discounts. “The
carrier can sharpen its pencil
if the shipper provides more
information.”
Shippers reviewing
their payment and
auditing strategies
can focus on specific
areas. “Duplication,
overcharges
in terms of
accessorial, fuel
surcharge,
class, weight
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and distances are typical gray areas
where money can be saved. If a shipper
client has an in-house freight payment
department, it may be worthwhile to
put their in-house rating software to the
test by outsourcing already rated bills to
another independent freight payment
company,” Mehta said.

A leading trend this year is
shippers’ desire to optimize, Snavely
said. “Optimization is ongoing,
but the biggest thing this year is
benchmarking of rates.” Customers
seek answers to questions such as
how their rates compare with others
making moves in similar lanes with
similar carriers. “Of course, we keep it
all anonymous, but that’s part of the
value of having a big system. People
are looking for immediate results; we
work on a worldwide scale and can
offer the benefits of benchmarking to
our customers,” he said.
In recessionary times, outsourcing
comes under scrutiny. The moves
of tasks such as freight payments
and auditing in house, “which are
supposed to reduce variable costs,
are very short-sighted,” Miner said.

“You likely won’t perform the tasks
as effectively, and you certainly won’t
work as efficiently as a top provider
in the industry.” Mehta concurred,
“Various studies have revealed that it
costs more than $10 per freight bill
to pay an invoice if paid through inhouse resources. When this function
is outsourced, cost comes down by
one-tenth or one-fifteenth depending
upon paper or EDI bills.” Lynch, who
is also an author of multiple books
on supply chain management, noted
that mandates to lower costs during
economic downturns are reflected
in companies throughout the supply
chain outsourcing more and that
CTSI has certainly seen more inquiry
in recent months.
At least half of the large
companies are outsourcing freight

The Leader in Freight Bill Auditing, Rating,
Payment and Information Services

C

ass is the leading provider of freight
audit, payment and information
services. We service more than 1,200
customers in North America including
more Fortune 500 companies than any
similar service.

Customized Solutions
Cass has the most industry experience
in implementing complex processing
systems that meet the unique internal
requirements of large companies. Our
system architecture allows us to provide
customized processing and information
solutions. We do not fit companies
into a standardized system. Cass prides
itself on providing system solutions
that companies are unable to develop
internally or with other service providers.
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By understanding our customer’s critical
transportation and accounting processes,
we provide customized information
solutions that help create a competitive
advantage through reduced costs,
increased efficiency and better decisionmaking capability. The goal is to not just
duplicate existing systems but to provide
enhancements to freight processing
systems that will help maximize a
customer’s supply chain efficiency.

Financial Security and Stability
Cass Information Systems Inc. is a
bank holding company. We are publicly
held and traded on the Nasdaq Stock
Market (CASS). We furnish our financial
information and projections to the
Securities and Exchange Commission
and the Nasdaq on a
regular basis.
We comply with the
provisions of SarbanesOxley and we make the
Statement on Auditing
Standards (SAS) 70

Type II report available to our customers
and prospective customers.

Experience and Service
We substantially invest in personnel
and leading-edge technology to ensure
that we provide superior customer support
and service in our relationships. With
Cass you receive best-practice business
processing solutions. Our customer
service team includes an assigned account
manager who manages the customer
relationship with representatives from
systems, operations and carrier relations.
This level of customer support provides
the highest echelon of quality services
and the most extensive customer-oriented
focus in our industry.
Contact Cass today to learn more
about the freight audit, payment and
information solutions that you can count
on today and into the future. n
For more information, call us at 314-506-5500,
or e-mail us at cass@cassinfo.com.
Visit our Web site at www.cassinfo.com.
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payment and auditing and asking the
questions: “When a company takes
the in-house route, how robust are
those internal systems? Do they keep
up with technology, or are they stuck
in time?” Zygmunt said. “Often,
in-house efforts may be designed to
pay invoices in a timely manner, but
where’s the business intelligence? You
need to have the processes in place
that can convert raw data into usable
information.”
Technology is playing a pivotal
role in the business of each of the
providers interviewed. An internal
effort is under way at CT Logistics
to streamline the presentation of
numerous applications with a common
look and feel. “We are very pleased
with the Microsoft.net environment,”
Miner said. The use of electronic data
interchange is fundamental to moving
forward.

“There is still a lot of paper, and
we are using the Internet more and
more to deliver business intelligence,”
Zygmunt said.
CTSI is pushing carriers to use
EDI more, Lynch said, adding that
as the big carriers now offer satellite
tracking, it is seeing a greater
emphasis on metrics — for example,
answering questions about timing
throughout the entire supply chain.
Mehta provided an outside
perspective on EDI saying, “Most LTL
carriers are sophisticated and they have
the technology to produce EDI bills.
Conversion of paper to EDI also requires
a certain minimum volume per week.
Most truckload mom-and-pop carriers
do not have capabilities to convert to
EDI. However, we can still get a ‘closeto-EDI’ format from truckload carriers,
in the form of an Excel sheet. Infinity
has been helping freight payment

companies to convert such Excel files
into EDI 210 formats.” The company
also supports EDI consultants or
specialists. “Infinity has provided trained
EDI experts to manage day-to-day EDI
issues faced by the freight payment
department. For example, finalizing EDI
segments for a new client, conducting
the test, etc.,” Mehta said.
The business is expanding
geographically as well. nVision has
recently purchased a Costa Rica facility
that will be turned into a processing
center. Data entry and auditing will be
handled there for the Latin American
region, Snavely said. “As we continue
to grow and expand, we are adding
processing centers. We are also opening
a facility in Shenyang, northeast of
Bejing, in China. Clients are looking for
a service provider that can offer a data
warehouse on a global scale.”
Page 46 >

Bringing a Half-Century of Experience to
Your Supply Chain Management

F

or more than 50 years, CTSI has
been providing global supply chain
management solutions and continues
to be a valuable resource for companies
by offering the technology and industry
expertise to help them manage all
aspects of their supply chain — physical,
informational and financial. CTSI gives its
clients the power to design a customized
solution that meets their specific business
needs. CTSI began as a freight audit and
payment company but also discovered
that a real value of its services was in the
information they were able to capture
and securely store. With this in mind,
CTSI developed analytical tools to
translate this information into meaningful
transportation management solutions
to provide businesses with visibility and
control over all transportation processes,
from purchase to payment. By utilizing
CTSI for both freight payment and
transportation management solutions,
companies eliminate redundant processes
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and pay a fraction of the cost of going
with two providers. CTSI supports more
than 40-plus terabytes of online data
storage, processes more than 250 million
annual transactions and $5 billion in
annual freight dollars with more than
7,000 carriers worldwide. The end result is
improved efficiencies, greater control and
significant ongoing savings.

CTSI services include:
— Payment Solutions (Freight Audit
and Payment): By allowing experts
to manage your contracts, audit
your bills, allocate the charges,
make the payments and report the
results, you are assured of paying
the correct amount.
— Information Management: Having
the online tools to dynamically
report, graph, map, trend and
model your entire operation
provides the performance reporting,
KPI dashboards and insight for

continued process improvement and
maximum savings.
— Transportation Management
Systems: The ability to manage
orders, optimize loads, select the best
carriers, tender and execute shipments
and track their progress can reduce
transportation costs 10 to 30 percent.
— Global Consulting: With the
information derived from these
technologies, CTSI is able to extend
client savings by consulting in
all key areas of interest including
benchmarking, KPI management,
global network design, bid preparation
and negotiation. n
CTSI is your link to supply chain solutions.
Contact us today at 901-766-1500 or at
solutions@ctsi-global.com to learn more!
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CT Logistics is Committed to
Providing Quality Business Services
Confidence

W

ith more than 86 years of experience and
a wide in-depth selection of freight cost
allocation and reporting solutions tailored to
meet your company’s specific needs, CT Logistics
gives you the confidence to trust our expertise;
we are one of the largest U.S. providers in thirdparty freight bill audit and payment, along with
transportation management consulting services.
It is our desire to work with you by managing
your transportation data behind the scenes
so that you can focus on what matters most:
efficiently and effectively running your supply
chain management program.

Trust
Small firms to Fortune
100 corporations across the

country and around the globe have relied on CT
Logistics to assist them in making solid, informed
decisions regarding their freight bill audit and
payment challenges. Our team of professionals
has been instrumental in assisting many of
these same companies — utilizing our expertise
and technology to maximize their returns on
investments and provide the flexibility they need to
cope with any ever-changing market.

Leadership
CT Logistics is a leader in the freight bill
audit, payment and transportation management
consulting industry. With our proprietary
transportation software,
FreitRater™; our specialized
freight bill audit, payment
and management

information systems such as AuditPay; and
TranSaver, our exclusive shipper’s program, we
take paths least explored to find solutions that will
keep your company abreast of shifting business
venues and ahead of your competition.

Confidence, Trust and Leadership …
Traditions Since 1923
All of these have become part of an
important tradition that our customers have
relied on for more than 86 years. But just as
important is the future that the CT Logistics
team can help you build. Our services and
software are constantly evolving to provide you
with the latest cutting-edge tools and systems
that can help you trim and manage costs while
adding more profits to your bottom line. n
Visit www.ctlogistics.com for more information about our
company’s products and services. Or call 216-267-2000,
ext. 2190, to speak with one of our knowledgeable CT
Logistics representatives regarding your company’s freight,
shipping, logistics or supply chain challenges.

1/2 ct logistics ad
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On Time, Every Time: Back-Office
Services for Logistics Businesses

ith roots dating back to 1998, Infinity
International Services, headquartered
at Rockville, Md., has evolved into a highly
respected, professionally managed end-toend back-office service provider, addressing
all of your back-office needs in today’s highly
dynamic environment on a global scale. The
hallmark of Infinity is our desire to provide
unparalleled services. We go above and
beyond what one might expect from an
organization such as ours. Equipped with
modern infrastructure and highly professional
team members, Infinity can provide you with
excellent service levels and lightning-fast
response to all of your back-office needs at
less than half of your in-house cost and at
better service levels.

Supported by more than 10 years of vast
experience, we understand the industry,
inside and out, and deliver quality services to
all of our clients, irrespective of their size and
area of specialization. We have an excellent
understanding of all the logistics domains
— freight payment, trucking carriers,
third-party logistics, freight brokerage,
vessel-operating common carriers and
non-vessel-operating common carriers and
customs house brokerage — and the related
major software solutions — McLoad, Lawson,
IES, TradeTech, Cargowise, Kewill, etc. We
have one of the best solutions in place for a
client’s data security and fully comply with
the most current information technology
security standards.

Key features include:
— 24/7 support.
— Adaptability to your logistics platform.
— Enhanced customer profitability.
— Confidentiality of client information and
security of data.
— Multilocation presence that provides
plenty of business continuity.
Whether it’s a trucking carrier
company, 3PL, NVOCC, VOCC, customs
brokerage house or a freight payment
company, we have the trained manpower,
software and the expertise to meet our
client’s back-office needs. Infinity has all
the resources and commitment to deliver
on time, every time. n
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“We are seeing many more European
and international logistics people
embrace the North American freight
payment model,” Miner said. “Clients
are bringing in their European divisions

— they want one database that offers
visibility for all their shipments. Top
management can get a comprehensive
view of activity in one place.” Miner
explained that European service
agreements differ from those in North
America, but was quick to add that
“FreitRater is an expert system, so we can
apply the contractual details, even if the
units are different — for example, euros
instead of dollars.”
Mehta is keenly aware of the
growing international component to
the business. “Our exposure to various
software helps us in recommending
improvement either in software or
in workflow on the client’s end. We
also have quite a bit of exposure to
European freight bills. International
bills have challenges such as currency,
weight, duties and taxes,” he said.
While much of the auditing and
payments attention is focused on
motor carriers, shippers are also
dealing with steamship lines and
ocean freight. Ocean freight is the
niche that Infinity fills, Mehta said.
“Auditing of ocean invoices
is far more complex than LTL
and truckload invoices. There
are specialized freight auditing
companies that exclusively perform

ocean auditing. If you select the right
partner, your savings could be as high
as $20 to $100 per invoice.” he said.
Ocean invoices can be tricky
because “various surcharges, port
charges and bunker charges can be
complex to understand. Infinity has
helped several freight forwarders
in partnership with ocean auditing
companies,” Mehta said.
Cass, a Nasdaq-listed company, was
originally founded as a St. Louis-based
bank. This “very strong commercial
bank, with no real estate or TARP
involvement,” is now a Cass subsidiary,
Zygmunt said. The banking connection
underscores the deep and longstanding company expertise in handling
payments.
CTSI, which began as an auditor
(by hand) of motor freight bills,
at one time boasted “the most
computing power in Memphis,”
Lynch said. “When the economy is
down, all of the logistics providers
have a tremendous opportunity
to enhance their business. But you
need to have the people, the skills
and the resources to be able to take
advantage of these opportunities.” n
Contact Barry Parker at bdp1@conconnect.com.

nVision Global: Our World Wide Web
Gets Wider Every Day

O

ne of the fastest-growing international
freight audit, payment and logistics
management solutions providers is nVision
Global Technology Solutions Inc. With
locations in North America, Europe and Asia,
our staff is fluent in more than 25 languages
and we process and pay freight invoices from
more than 190 countries worldwide.
nVision Global began as a North
American regional service provider and has
quickly grown into a leading international
provider of freight audit and payment
solutions. Our success has come from a
single business philosophy: to view our
customers as partners in business.
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Our customers have come to
rely upon our prompt, accurate and
Sarbanes-Oxley-compliant freight
payment services and logistics
management solutions to help them
manage their overall supply chain costs.
We provide modern technology, flexible
processes and unparalleled customer service.
Our leading-edge information-management
analytical tools include global mapping,
graphing, benchmarking, modeling and
network optimization analysis.
nVision is equipped to provide a true
single-source global solution with the
flexibility to meet your current needs and the

foresight to anticipate future desires. nVision
Global’s products and services provide
consistent savings that go directly to your
bottom line! n
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